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Meet the  
New Essentials
Today, what we consider to be essential has shifted as every 
area of our life has adapted to post-pandemic norms. Areas of 
consumer importance and investment have been redefined. 
Our definitions of importance, priority, and essentiality have 
been redefined.

In our first research report of 2021, we share The New Essen-
tials – our insights on products, channels and services prefer-
ences with staying power in 2021, and beyond.



Top-line Study Findings
1. Accelerated life change.
2. What’s essential is personal.
3. Future consumers demand brands  

deliver against four C’s: convenience,  
caution, cause, community.

1. Accelerated life change is correlated with redefinition 
of what is essential.

2. Individual perspectives and points of view redefine 
what is essential.

3. Future consumers have evolving expectations around 
safety, convenience, belonging and social good.

Building on our deep understanding of attitudes and behaviors, we 
developed a set of insights related to the consumer consciousness:



Accelerated Life Change
The arrival of a global pandemic was like dousing gasoline on the digital flame.

Pandemic-related shifts in how we live are driving people to make significant lifestyle changes - 
especially those with prime earning (and spending) years ahead. 

INSIGHT #1



BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002

2 out of 3
have changed their lives significantly in
reaction to the realities of life during COVID-19.

AVERAGE CONSUMER



“We haven’t seen a jump, 
we’ve seen a leap – and 

it’s driven by younger 
people who expect things 

to be digital.

Robert Brasser
VP OF IT & DIGITAL 

L’OREAL

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES



Meet The  
“Life Changers”
Early adopters of change, “life changers” are trendsetters. This 
emerging consumer mindset signals a shift in consumer adapt-
ability and changing expectations. They tend to be under 40 
years old (60%) and gainfully employed (66%), with favorable 
views of their future. In a nutshell: keeping that swing in your 
step is easier when time and earning power are on your side.

Feel “Very Optimistic”   
About 2021

Have Moved to a New 
or Second Home

View Re-Evaluation of 
Lifestyle as Silver Lining 

of COVID-19

Have Started a Business 
or New Job

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; LIFE CHANGERS N=617 
VS DID NOT CHANGE LIFE N=385



“In one year, we grew 
ecommerce to levels 

we thought would 
take ten years.

Ian Leslie 
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER 

INDUSTRY WEST

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES



Life Changers Lead the Shift
While Life Changers prefer digital commerce for most purchases, foot traffic still matters. In-store shopping is 
preferred when it comes to products with an expiration date - or requiring frequent replenishment.

CHANNEL PREFERENCE BY CATEGORY

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; LIFE CHANGERS N=617 VS DID NOT CHANGE LIFE N=385.
      INDICATES CATEGORIES LIFE CHANGERS OVER-INDEX FOR ONLINE PREFERENCE BY
                50% OR HIGHER



BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; GENERATIONAL SEGMENTS HAVE EQUAL REPRESENTATION OF 
N=150-175 PER GROUP

Digital Natives Do More
Those under 40 report increased reliance on digital like video calling, online-enabled food delivery 
and curbside pickup. Generational differences in digital comfort extend beyond shopping, to remote 
and virtual services.

VIDEO CALLING

STREAMING/PREMIUM VIDEO

TAKEOUT/DELIVERY FOOD

ONLINE ORDER/CURBSIDE PICKUP

ONLINE GROCERY SHOPPING

DIGITAL BANKING

TELEHEALTH

VIRTUAL/REMOTE EDUCATION

ONLINE GAMING

DELIVERY BEVERAGES

VIRTUAL/REMOTE FITNESS

ONLINE DONATIONS/NON-PROFIT

49%

40%

40%

39%

34%

32%

31%

27%

25%

18%

17%

16%

NET DIGITAL SERVICE USAGE BY GENERATION % INCREASING USAGE



“Consumers rapidly adapted 
to ‘buy online/pickup 

in-person’ models. It’s 
completely changed the idea 

of a retail experience.

Joe Tertel 
DIRECTOR DIGITAL MARKETING 

RITE-AID 

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES



What’s essential is personal.
There is no collective experience of 2020; every individual has created their own risk-benefit analysis, resulting 
in a fragmented perspective of needs vs. wants that varies household to household.

COVID-adjacency has called into question Maslow’s hierarchy; with limited ability to satisfy middle-pyramid 
needs of belonging and esteem, growth needs– ego-driven aesthetic and cognitive needs – fill the void.

INSIGHT #2



Essential Categories Mirror  
The Traditional Hierarchy

Growth
(cognition, aesthetics,

self-actualization)

Belonging & Esteem
(social/relationships,  respect 

from others)

Physiological & Safety
(food, water, shelter, security)

% CONSIDERING “ESSENTIAL”

Travel 28%

Furniture & Home 29%

Fashion 37%

Auto 67%

Entertainment 35%

Tech 41%

Banking 78%

Fitness 36%

Beauty/Personal Care 52%

Healthcare 86%

Charitable Giving 36%

Beverages 58%

Households 88%
Groceries 94%

At the macro-level, we see that what people are buying AND the perceived value of that 
category* closely aligns with the traditional pyramid depicting Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; .  GENERATIONAL SEGMENTS HAVE EQUAL REPRESENTATION OF 
N=150-175 PER GROUP..



But the Pandemic 
Mindset Reveals 
A Great Divide
Despite the stark difference in mindset, there are no 
significant differences between segments on age, 
gender, geography, or ethnicity however “Individual 
Experience” segment average a slightly lower income 
and includes more job - seekers and homemakers.

We’re All In  
This Together

51%

Everyone’s  
Experience is  

Different

49%

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002.

AVERAGE CONSU CONSUMER



Pandemic Perception Informs 
Consumers’ Reality
Those who see the coronavirus as a collective challenge have a more generous view of what’s essential, 
rating categories tied to growth needs with significantly higher value than those who acknowledge 
“everyone’s experience is different” – in effect, people proclaiming COVID-19 as an equalizer are the ones 
with more individualistic definition of essentiality.

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; IN IT TOGETHER N=512;  INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE N=490.
*PERCEIVED VALUE IN THIS REPORT IS DEFINED AS % RATING CATEGORY SPENDING AS “CRITICAL” OR “VERY 
IMPORTANT”  CATEGORIES SHOWN IN DESCENDING ORDER FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST PERCEIVED VALUE

DIFFERENCE IN PERCEIVED VALUE:  
IN IT TOGETHER VS.  INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE



High Ascribed 
Value Doesn’t Mean 
Increased Spending
We found respondents placed a higher value on categories 
at the extremes of the hierarchy of needs.

This suggests both convergent and divergent points of view 
of the role that brands play in meeting the needs of body 
and soul – physiological and growth needs.

Overall, the pandemic is accelerating many pre-existing  
spending trends, rather than  creating many new ones.

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002
*PERCEIVED VALUE IN THIS REPORT IS DEFINED AS % RATING CAT-
EGORY SPENDING AS “CRITICAL” OR “VERY IMPORTANT”  CATEGO-
RIES SHOWN IN DESCENDING ORDER FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST 
PERCEIVED VALUE

SPENDING SHIFT IN PAST 6 MONTHS



“There is no turning back.
Models have been 

transformed, operations have 
permanently changed.

Eduardo Juarez
GLOBAL DIRECTOR ENGINEERING 

 DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
AB-INBEV

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES



Future consumers demand
brands deliver against Four C’s.

Brands aligned around Convenience, Community, and Cause are valued by younger consumers, and 
attributes they expect brands to project. Additionally, brands expression of Caution in their in-store and 
online marketing resonate with these same customers.

As Millennials, and Gen Z increase spending power, the health of our economy lies in their hands. 
Incorporating these principles into the brand promise will become a non-negotiable in driving loyalty.

INSIGHT #3



Quest for Convenience 
Drives Conversion
Convenience is core when it comes to the factors inspiring 
people to convert from browsing to buying, with onsite 
search and product inventory/availability the top drivers.

Younger shoppers are more likely to find other 
conveniences – like flexible fulfillment and ways to reach 
customer service, or personalized experience – motivating 
as well.

FACTORS INFLUENCING CONVERSION

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; UNDER 40 N=467;  40+ N=460

CONVENIENCE



“With there being so much 
product competition, and  

diminishing brand loyalty, how 
can we build retailer loyalty? 

That’s our focus.

Joe Tertel
DIRECTOR

DIGITAL MARKETING
RITE-AID 

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES



BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002.

Mobile  
is #1
64% of consumers shop and 52% buy wherever, whenever on 
their smartphone.

CONVENIENCE



There is a tension between our desire for convenience and our 
desire to do good. But convenience and cause can coexist - customer 
experience strategy should seek to deliver on both through 
frictionless experiences that communicate impact authentically.

CONVENIENCE



More Devices, Greater Ease
In addition to mobile, Gen Z and Millennials are significantly more likely than Gen X and Boomers to 
browse and buy via connected TV or connected devices.

BASE: TOTAL,  N=1002; UNDER 40 N=467;  40+ N=460.

 INDICATES YOUNGER COHORT DATA IS STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT

DEVICES USED TO BROWSE AND BUY

CONVENIENCE



“The more we can  
optimize for mobile and 

cross-device journeys,  
the better.

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES

Ian Leslie 
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER 

INDUSTRY WEST



60%
of Digital Executives we spoke to mentioned doubling or 
even tripling their teams since pre-pandemic, with more 
growth to come.

Internally, 2020 was the catalyst many organizations 
needed to grow their digital teams and eCommerce-
specific functions.

CONVENIENCE



“What’s been amplified 
is the need for a true 
ecommerce team of 
designated experts.

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES

Joe Garbarczyk 
DIRECTOR, CONSUMER AND 

DIGITAL MARKETING
GARDEN OF LIFE



BASE: UNDER 40 N=489

64%
of younger consumers feel some guilt for finding joy while 
others are struggling – 50% more likely to express this vs. 
those 40+.

COMMUNITY



For Gen Z especially, “community” is embodied in two ways: using digital to enable connection with like-
minded people, and purchasing from like-minded brands with values they share.

Digital Connections

• 68% prefer discovering new brands on 
social media.

• 55% using more video calls this year.

• 41% doing more online gaming.

• 64% are influenced by sites that have a 
distinct look and feel.

• 56% say a compelling brand story  
influences purchases.

Brand Resonance

COMMUNITY

BASE: GEN Z N=152.



“Transparency is in our DNA – 
is it a stretch to connect this to 
our digital experience? Maybe, 

but I’d like to try and get there.

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES

Joe Garbarczyk 
DIRECTOR, CONSUMER AND 

DIGITAL MARKETING
GARDEN OF LIFE



BASE: UNDER 40 N=489

82%
of Gen Z won’t ignore a brand’s ethics for the sake of a good 
deal –  #1 segment.

CAUSE



Doing Good Is Good 
For Business

59%

47%

28%

Brands that “do more” earn brownie points, especially with 
Gen Z, who’s more likely than any other age group to feel:

Commitment to  
Sustainability Matters

Charitable Giving is Essential

Actively Seek Brands That  
Support Causes They Do

CAUSE



Gen Z and Millennial shoppers are entering 
this year in  “preservation mode”: cautious 
about their physical health, emotional well-
being and finances.

CAUTION

82%

72%

78%

1 in 3

Feel comforted by  
hygeine theater

Report more deliberately  
sticking to a budget

Agree it’s been one of  
the hardest years

Say shopping help them  
feel in conrol



“We made it clear to 
staff, and they in turn 

to clients, that we were 
protecting jobs. This 

reinforced positive 
perceptions and loyalty.

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVES

Robert Brasser
VP OF IT & DIGITAL

L’OREAL



“I don’t know what the future will hold, 
so that scares me a bit.

Coming out of 2020 I’m hopeful…the 
vaccine won’t make COVID go away or 

bring things back to normal, but 2021 
may be a start to a better year.

It’s scary to think about what is still 
ahead of us, after so many things have 

been disrupted.

SHOPPER POVS



What’s normal, 
what’s new and 
what’s next will 
continue to evolve

As the post-COVID world emerges, we look forward to an era 
of increased focus on humanity – where digital transformation 
continues to enable a world that works better for people.  

No matter your business, we have three recommendations to 
help you navigate The New Essentials. 



Key Takeaways
1. Extreme consumer adaptability is coming. 

2. Everyone has their own definition of essential. 

3. Reframe digital investment as an investment in people.



Extreme consumer 
adaptability is coming
The Life Changers represent the “early majority” of an adoption curve, 
as opposed to a discrete segment of consumers. They should be 
targeted as such. This trendsetter group is evidence of much larger 
demographic and attitudinal shift that will reshape how consumers 
live, make decisions, and purchase.

KEY TAKEAWAY 1



Everyone has their own 
definition of essential
Yes, today’s definition of “necessity” is expanded, and fluid. But 
one person’s critical expenditure is not even on the radar for 
someone else. For a brand to become essential it should focus its 
message around the life stage of its core customers, rather than on 
demography or geography. 

KEY TAKEAWAY 2



Reframe digital investment as 
an investment in people.
On the consumer side, enhancing the customer experience and 
implementing solutions to help appeal to people’s “Growth Needs” 
engenders loyalty. Internally, your team is your biggest asset for brand 
growth, and the bottom line. Brands who honor the humanity of their 
employees, and the skills of digital subject matter experts are better 
poised to maintain positive trajectory for 2021 and beyond.

KEY TAKEAWAY 3



Research 
Methodology

1,002 Consumers 18+
750 US/250 Canada
3 in 4 have HHI $50k+

10 Executives
Diverse Expertise:
CPG, beauty, home, beverages,
B2B + B2C perspectives

We surveyed 1,002 consumers in the US  and Canada 
between November 20 – 28,  2020 to explore mindset, 
category  engagement and digital savviness as life  during 
the pandemic has evolved.

In addition, we interviewed 10 digital executives to 
understand how  organizations have capitalized on the  
shifting landscape.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONSUMER SURVEY WERE A REPRESENTATIVE MIX OF GENDER,  INCOME AND RACE/ETHNICITY,  WITH ALL IDENTIFYING AS SHOPPERS FOR THEIR 
HOUSEHOLD. DATA HAS BEEN SIGNIFICANCE TESTED AT THE 95% CONFIDENCE LEVEL.  SAMPLE,  FIELDWORK & DATA PROCESSING MANAGED BY DYNATA.



About Rightpoint

Rightpoint, a Genpact company, is a global experience leader. We work with clients end-to-end, from defining and enabling 
vision, to ensuring ongoing market relevance. In our relentless pursuit of a world that works better for people, we start by 
asking a simple question, “why doesn’t everything just work better?” It’s our core mission to help every company we engage 
with to become an experience company. 

Our diverse teams lead with empathy, data and creativity—always in service of the experience. From 
whiteboard to roll-out, we help our clients embed experience across their operations from front to 
back office to accelerate digital transformation through a human-centric lens. Core offerings include 
customer and employee experience, digital product and commerce. Rightpoint was recently recognized among the top 
customer experience consultancies in The Forrester Wave™: Customer Experience Strategy Consulting Practices, Q4 2020.

WWW.RIGHTPOINT.COM

© 2020 Copyright Rightpoint, a Genpact company.

CONNECT WITH USLEARN MORE

http://www.rightpoint.com
https://www.instagram.com/therightpoint/
https://www.facebook.com/rightpointfan
http://www.linkedin.com/company/rightpoint
https://twitter.com/rightpoint


About Something Digital

Something Digital, now part of Rightpoint, focuses on delivering exceptional digital commerce experiences that evolve brands 
and grow businesses. We specialize in commerce implementation, digital strategy, user experience and design for B2C, B2B, 
and DTC brands. 

We’re an unmatched team of strategists, engineers, designers, and leaders and the values we believe in are etched in every 
project we deliver. Our reputation for expert execution, responsive customer service, and long-lasting client relationships has 
made us the agency of choice for brands of all sizes.

WWW.SOMETHINGDIGITAL.COM

© 2020 Copyright Rightpoint, a Genpact company.

CONNECT WITH USLEARN MORE

http://www.somethingdigital.com
https://www.instagram.com/somethingdigitl/
https://www.facebook.com/somethingdigitl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/something-digital/
https://twitter.com/somethingdigitl

